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uniVeRsAL’s isLAnds Of AdVentuRe®
Flight oF the hippogriFF™ – Must be at least 36”; 36” to 48” must  
be accompanied by a Supervising Companion.
pteranodon Flyers® – Must be between 36” and 56”; 36” to 48” must be 
accompanied by a Supervising Companion. Guests over 56” must be accompanied by a guest meeting 
this requirement.
the amazing adventures oF spider-man® – Must be at least 
40”; 40” to 48” must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion.
the high in the sky seuss trolley train ride!™ –  
Must be at least 40”; 40” to 48” must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion.
Jurassic park river adventure® – Must be at least 42”; 42” to 48” 
must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion.
popeye & Bluto’s Bilge-rat Barges® – Must be at least 42”; 42” to 
48” must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion.
dudley do-right’s ripsaw Falls® – Must be at least 44”; 44” to 48” 
must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion.
caro-seuss-el™ – Under 48” must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion.
the cat in the hat™ – Under 48” must be accompanied by a  
Supervising Companion.
one Fish, two Fish, red Fish, Blue Fish™ – Under 48” must be 
accompanied by a Supervising Companion.
storm Force accelatron® – Under 48” must be accompanied by a 
Supervising Companion.
harry potter and the ForBidden Journey™ –  
Must be at least 48”.
doctor doom’s FearFall® – Must be at least 52”.
dragon challenge™ – Must be at least 54”.
the incrediBle hulk coaster® – Must be at least 54”.

TM&©

uniVeRsAL studiOs® 
e.t. adventure® – Must be 34”; 34” to 48” must be accompanied by a  
Supervising Companion.
woody woodpecker’s nuthouse coaster® – Must be at 
least 36”; 36” to 48” must be accompanied by Supervising Companion.
despicaBle me minion mayhem – Must be at least 40”; 40” to 48” must 
be accompanied by Supervising Companion. Persons under 40” may experience this attraction from an 
adjacent stationary seat.
the simpsons ride™ – Must be at least 40”; 40” to 48” must be accompanied by 
Supervising Companion.
transFormers™: the ride-3d – Must be at least 40”; 40” to 48” must be 
accompanied by a Supervising Companion.
men in Black™ alien attack™ – Must be at least 42”; 42” to 48” must be 
accompanied by a Supervising Companion.
disaster!sm – Under 48” must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion.
kang & kodos’ twirl ‘n’ hurl – Under 48” must be accompanied by a 
Supervising Companion.
revenge oF the mummy® – Must be at least 48”.
hollywood rip ride rockit® – Must be at least 51”. Guests taller than 79” 
are prohibited from riding.

For rider SaFety &
GueStS with diSabilitieS

Failure to Follow posted guidelines 
may result in serious injury or  

expulsion From the park.



You will see the following symbols used  
throughout the attraction information section:

Attraction is not recommended for guests with a history of heart conditions or  
abnormal blood pressure. 

Attraction is not recommended for guests with recent surgery or other conditions that  
may be aggravated by this ride.

Attraction is not recommended for guests with back, neck, or similar physical conditions.

Attraction is not recommended for expectant mothers.

Attraction is not recommended for guests susceptible to motion sickness or dizziness.

Attraction is not recommended for guests who are susceptible to fear of heights.

Attraction is not recommended for guests who have medical sensitivity to strobe effects.

Attraction is not recommended for guests who have medical sensitivity to fog effects.

Guests wearing casts are not permitted on this attraction.

Must transfer to a manual wheelchair.

Guests must be of the indicated height to experience this attraction.

Closed captioning is available at this attraction. Ask a team member for details.

Reflective captioning is available at this attraction. Ask a team member for details.

Guests with service animals should see an attendant for access information.

Not accessible for service animals.

Parental discretion is recommended due to mature themes or frightening images.

Audio available for portions of the attraction through Assistive Listening Devices.

Attraction is not recommended for guests who have fear of enclosed spaces.

Guests must be able to transfer to the ride vehicle seating with assistance from another 
member of their party. Attraction attendants may not assist.

Guests may remain in their Electric Convenience Vehicles (ECV) or electric wheelchairs 
throughout the attraction experience.

Guests must be within this range of height to experience this attraction. Guests outside 
this range may not ride.

Guests should secure or remove prosthetic limbs before riding to prevent hazards  
or loss due to ride forces.

Guests must remove prosthetic limbs before riding to prevent hazards or loss due  
to rides forces.

Guests may remain in their standard wheelchair throughout the attraction experience  
(This does not apply to Electric Convenience Vehicles (ECV) or electric wheelchairs at  
any of the ride attractions).

WeLcOme!
universal orlando® resort
We have provided this guide to give you as much detailed information about each attraction 
experience as possible. Our goal is to ensure that everyone is able to make well-informed decisions 
about their ability to safely, comfortably and conveniently experience each of our attractions. If, at 
any time, you feel that you do not have enough information to make these decisions, please contact 
any of our experienced staff to help in planning your day.

Additionally, we have included specific information for guests with disabilities. This information 
provides a clear outline of the accommodations at each attraction, as well as the physical 
requirements for entering or exiting ride vehicles and other attraction areas. It is important to note 
that although all of our Park employees are eager to make your day as pleasant as possible, they 
are not trained in lifting or carrying techniques and therefore cannot provide physical assistance. 
We therefore suggest that guests with disabilities bring a companion who can provide any physical 
assistance that may be needed.

Our goal is to provide the best accommodation possible to all of our guests. With the information 
that follows, and the expert assistance our staff can offer in answering questions, we are confident 
the experience you have with us will exceed your expectations!

sAfety AdVisORy
Read all health and safety requirements for each attraction as they are not all the same. You know 
your physical conditions and limitations, Universal Orlando does not. If you suspect your health could 
be at risk for any reason, or you could aggravate a pre-existing condition of any kind, do not ride.
For your safety and the safety of others, always face forward, keeping your hands and feet inside 
the ride vehicle at all times. Remain seated until the ride comes to a complete stop and you receive 
instruction to exit the vehicle.
Never attempt to recover a lost item while riding. Notify an attendant for assistance and we will do 
everything we can to recover your property as quickly as possible. Lockers are provided to secure 
your personal belongings. 

partiCipate responsiBly
Failure to Follow posted guidelines may result  

in serious injury or expulsion From the park

geneRAL infORmAtiOn
parking
Guests entering the Toll Plaza with an Accessible Parking Permit will be directed to the parking area 
for Guests with Disabilities.

wheelchair rental
If you require a wheelchair or Electric Convenience Vehicle (ECV), limited quantities are available 
for rental on a first come, first served basis. The Wheelchair Rental facilities are located in the Parking 
and Transportation Center. You will be asked to leave a $50 deposit in addition to the daily rental 
fee for the wheelchair. ECV’s can be rented just inside the main entrance turnstiles of each park at 
the stroller rental facility. If additional assistance is needed, please notify an attendant.

RC



restrooms
All restrooms within both theme parks have facilities that are accessible for guests using wheelchairs. 
Please check the park maps for locations. For your convenience, companion restrooms are located in 
Universal’s Islands of Adventure® at both Guest Services in the Port of Entry® and at our First Aid 
Station located next to The Eighth Voyage of Sindbad® in The Lost Continent®. At Universal Studios® 
the companion restrooms are located at First Aid and Family Services. First Aid is located in New York 
next to Louie’s Italian Restaurant and across from Beetlejuice’s Graveyard Revue™. There is a “Family 
& Health Services” satellite facility located in the front of the park next to Lost and Found.

First aid
Our First Aid facilities are staffed with registered nurses and professional paramedics. In Islands of 
Adventure, the primary First Aid Station is located next to The Eighth Voyage of Sindbad® in The Lost 
Continent. There is also a satellite facility located at Guest Services in the Port of Entry. At Universal 
Studios®, First Aid is located in New York next to Louie’s Italian Restaurant and across from Beetlejuice’s 
Graveyard Revue™. There is a “Family & Health Services” satellite facility located in the front of the 
park next to Lost and Found. If you have any questions or need special assistance, ask any team 
member or stop by Guest Services inside the main entrance.

Family services
At Islands of Adventure you’ll find nursing facilities and a companion restroom area located in Guest 
Services. In Universal Studios®, Family Services is located next to Lost and Found and has a private 
room for nursing mothers, a baby changing area and a companion restroom.

telephones/telecommunication  
devices For the deaF or hard oF hearing
Telephones, within easy reach of guests using wheelchairs, can be found throughout the Parks. For 
guests with mild to moderate hearing loss, amplified handsets are provided at all phone locations. 
Telecommunication Devices for the Deaf (TDD) are available at Guest Services and throughout each 
park at the locations indicated on each park’s guide map.

mAgnetic fieLds
Many common devices produce electric or magnetic fields. They are used in everyday life as well as in 
our parks. The magnetic fields are generally confined to the equipment and should pose no concern as 
our guests are not exposed to the proximity of the fields. Please see an attendant for assistance.

guests using
mAnuAL WHeeLcHAiRs
For your enjoyment and convenience, all of our shopping and dining facilities are wheelchair accessible. 
Also, our outdoor stage shows have areas reserved for guests with disabilities. These areas are clearly 
marked with the International Symbol of Accessibility. At most of our attractions, the queue experience 
is an important part of telling the story of the overall attraction experience. As a result, we have made 
all of our queues accessible to guests using manual wheelchairs (with the exception of Pteranodon 
Flyers® at Universal’s Islands of Adventure®). There are specific boarding requirements and 
accommodations for those using wheelchairs at each attraction. In all cases, if you are capable of 
transferring to the ride vehicle’s seating (either by yourself or with the assistance of another person 
in your party) you may transfer. Additionally, certain attractions are capable of allowing guests to 
remain in their standard wheelchair throughout:

AT ISLANDS OF ADVENTURE: One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish™, The Cat in the Hat™, Caro-Seuss-el™,  
If I Ran the Zoo™, Poseidon’s Fury®, The Eighth Voyage of Sindbad®, Jurassic Park Discovery Center®,  
Me Ship, The Olive℠, Camp Jurassic®

AT UNIVERSAL STUDIOS®: Despicable Me Minion Mayhem, Shrek 4-D, TWISTER…Ride It Out®, Beetlejuice’s 
Graveyard Revue™, Disaster℠ – A Major Motion Picture...Starring YOU, MEN IN BLACK™ Alien Attack™, 
Fear Factor Live, Animal Actors on Location!℠, A Day in the Park with Barney™, Fievel’s Playland®, Curious 
George Goes to Town℠, E.T. Adventure®, Universal Horror Make-Up Show, TERMINATOR 2®:3-D
Note:  Due to the unique nature of the vehicles at several attractions (Popeye & Bluto’s Bilge-Rat Barges®, Flight of the Hippogriff™, 

Jurassic Park River Adventure®, Dudley Do-Right’s Ripsaw Falls® and Storm Force Accelatron® at Universal’s Islands of 
Adventure®, and Woody Woodpecker’s Nuthouse Coaster® at Universal Studios®), specific vehicles have been designed to 
easily accommodate those transferring from their wheelchair.

guests using eLectRic 
cOnVenience VeHicLes (ecV’s)
& eLectRic WHeeLcHAiRs
We apologize, but none of the ride vehicles or attraction queues at Universal Orlando will accommodate 
Electric Convenience Vehicles (ECV’s) or electric wheelchairs. At those rides which can accommodate 
manual wheelchairs, guests may transfer from their ECV or electric wheelchair into a manual 
wheelchair that is provided at each location.

guests using OXygen 
tAnks/deVices
We apologize, but due to the dramatic movement of the ride vehicles and certain special effects at 
Universal Orlando, oxygen tanks are only permitted at the following locations:
	 •	Animal	Actors	on	Location!℠	 •	Fievel’s	Playland®	(except	waterslide)
	 •	Curious	George	Goes	to	Town℠	 •	Shrek	4-D	(stationary	seating	only)
	 •	A	Day	in	the	Park	with	Barney™	 •	Terminator	2®:	3-D	(stationary	seating	only)
	 •	Fear	Factor	Live	 •	Camp	Jurassic®	(except	Pteranodon	Flyers®)
	 •	Toon	Amphitheater	 •	The	Eighth	Voyage	of	Sindbad®
	 •		Despicable	Me	Minion	Mayhem	 

(stationary seating only)
Oxygen concentrators or other related devices may be permitted if they can be secured and not 
interfere with the restraint. Please see an attendant at specific venue for details.

HeARing disAbiLities
assistive listening
Many Universal Orlando® theme park queues are equipped with amplified audio for assistive listening. 
Additionally, assistive listening is available throughout the attraction experience at The Cat in the Hat™, 
The Amazing Adventures of Spider-Man®, and The Eighth Voyage of Sindbad® at Universal’s Islands of 
Adventure®; Fear Factor Live, TWISTER… Ride It Out®, MEN IN BLACK™ Alien Attack™, TERMINATOR 2®: 3-D, 
Beetlejuice’s Graveyard Revue™, Animal Actors on Location!℠, and A Day in the Park with Barney™ at 
Universal Studios®. Assistive listening headsets are available for loan at Guest Services.

captioning
For those queues with material presented on television monitors, “captioning on request” is provided. 
This service is available through the use of personal transmitters which activate captioning at the 
discretion of the user. These transmitters are available for loan at Guest Services.

assistance For guests who are deaF  
or hard oF hearing
Sign Language interpreting services are available on a daily basis at Universal Studios and Islands of 
Adventure at no charge. Please refer to the guide map for interpreted performances upon arriving at 
the resort.

scripts
Scripts outlining the dialogue in many of our attraction experiences are also available, for loan at 
Guest Services.

VisiOn disAbiLities
Park guide information, park restaurant menus, Universal CityWalk® restaurant menus and attraction 
scripts are available in large font and embossed in Braille at the Guest Services lobby at Universal 
Studios® and Islands of Adventure.



seRVice AnimALs
Service animals are welcome in all of our restaurant and merchandise locations, attraction queues 
and most other locations throughout Universal Orlando. Additionally, there are specific entry/ boarding 
requirements for each attraction to assist the owner in making an informed decision about their 
animal's safe admission. Please consult the listing for each ride and attraction listed later in the guide 
for more information. 
Portable kennels are available for your animal while you enjoy the ride. Please contact an attendant 
at any of the rides or shows for further assistance. 
Walking areas are available for your service animal at the following locations:
ISLANDS OF ADVENTURE
	 •		Marvel	Super	Hero	Island®	between	The	Amazing	Adventures	of	Spider-Man®	 

and Doctor Doom’s Fearfall®
	 •	Jurassic	Park®	behind	Pizza	Predattoria®
	 •	Seuss	Landing™	behind	One	Fish,	Two	Fish,	Red	Fish,	Blue	Fish™
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS®
 • In Central Park across from Cafe La Bamba
 • World Expo between MEN IN BLACK™ Alien Attack™ and Fear Factor Live

guests WitH PROstHeses
Guests must remove all prosthetic limbs before riding the following attractions to prevent hazards or 
loss due to ride forces:
	 •	Hollywood	Rip	Ride	Rockit®	 •	Dragon	Challenge™	 •	Pteranodon	Flyers®

Guests should properly secure or remove all prosthetic limbs before riding the following attractions 
to prevent hazards or loss due to ride forces:
	 •	Revenge	of	the	Mummy®	 •	Flight	of	the	Hippogriff™
	 •	Woody	Woodpecker’s	Nuthouse	Coaster®	 •	Harry	Potter	and	the	Forbidden	Journey™
	 •	Doctor	Doom’s	Fearfall®	 •	The	Incredible	Hulk	Coaster®
	 •	Dudley	Do-Right’s	Ripsaw	Falls®	 •	Jurassic	Park	River	Adventure™

Any guests with prosthetic arms or hands will be required to ensure the limb is properly attached and 
able to grasp the ride restraint. Certain hand, arm, leg, and joint elements may be required to ride 
safely. If you have any questions, please ask an attendant or visit Guest Services. 

cAsts OR bRAces
Guests with casts or braces will be restricted from riding rides where the cast or brace may present a 
hazard to the guest or others. Cast or braces, where permitted, must fit comfortably in ride unit and 
not interfere with proper functioning of ride restraint. If in doubt about your ability to safely experience 
a ride, please consult with an attraction attendant or Guest Services for further information.

eVAcuAtiOns
If an evacuation of an attraction or venue is required, guests may be required to navigate stairs, 
narrow walkways, or ladders. Please have a member of your party carry or assist you, or wait in the 
ride vehicle for assistance.

tO Ride yOu sHOuLd be AbLe tO:
continuously grasp with at least  
one upper extremity.
EXPLANATION: The guest must have at least one upper extremity or prosthesis exhibiting good grip 
control with the ability to brace and strong enough to allow the guest to maintain the proper riding 
position through the duration of the ride, where specified. 

independently maintain yourselF  
in an upright position while seated.
EXPLANATION: The guest must have the body and spinal control to sit upright without the aid of other 
people or devices and be able to maintain the proper riding posture even during bumping or other 
characteristic movements of the ride. Certain units, such as Caro-Seuss-el™ animals, require the ability 
to form a saddle posture.

aBsorB sudden and dramatic movements oF 
the attraction which may include spinning, 
turning, accelerating, stopping, climBing, etc.
EXPLANATION: The guest must have sufficient awareness of the nature of the ride and the ability to 
sit upright and grip, grasp or hold the restraint mechanism and/or brace with legs, as needed, during 
the dynamic motion of the ride.

possess suFFicient upper Body strength 
to support your torso, neck, and head 
during the movement oF the ride.
EXPLANATION: The guest must have the sufficient muscle control to support their head, neck, and 
upper torso in a standard, forward-looking position during the movement of the ride. 

eXPLAnAtiOn Of teRms
We have used a standard set of terms to describe each of our attractions. Our intent is to provide you 
with a clear understanding of each attraction’s dynamics and physical requirements so that you can 
make an informed decision about experiencing them. The attraction information in this guide will be 
presented in the following categories:

attraction description
This section outlines the specific ride vehicle movements to be expected while riding.

important access inFormation
This section outlines specific physical restrictions and requirements to ensure a comfortable and safe 
ride experience.

guests with service animals
This section outlines the level of accommodation and other special instructions for those guests 
accompanied by service animals. It is important to review this information fully before experiencing 
each attraction, consulting with any ride attendant to clarify issues or questions that you may have.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs
This section outlines the level of accommodation and other special instructions for those persons 
using wheelchairs as they experience each attraction. It is important to review this information fully 
before experiencing each attraction, consulting with any ride attendant to clarify issues or questions 
that you may have. As part of the IMPORTANT ACCESS INFORMATION there are some fundamental 
requirements necessary to ride which may differ slightly from attraction to attraction. 

descRiPtiOns & RestRictiOns
There are a few general conditions which apply to all attractions: All of the attractions at Islands of 
Adventure and Universal Studios® incorporate safety systems designed to accommodate people of 
average physical stature and body proportion. Therefore, certain restrictions may apply for some 
guests at each attraction based on the nature and dynamics of the experience. This includes restrictions 
based on body shape or size, height, medical conditions, or other physical conditions which could be 
aggravated by the experience. Our prime consideration is the ability of each person to endure the 
dynamics of each attraction without risk of injury to that person or others. 

AccOmPAnied by A
suPeRVising cOmPAniOn
Any child who meets the minimum height requirement of the attraction but does not meet the 48-inch 
ride-alone height requirement must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion. A Supervising 
Companion is defined as someone who is 14 years of age or older and meets all other attraction 
ridership requirements.
At all of our attractions, children under 48” must be able to sit upright unassisted on all rides, with 
the exception of riding the chariot at Caro-Seuss-el™. 



tHe incRedibLe HuLk cOAsteR® 
attraction description:
This is a high-speed roller coaster ride that includes sudden and dramatic acceleration, climbing, 
tilting, and dropping. You will be turned completely upside-down several times.

important access inFormation:

This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body 
shape or size. A test seat is available in the front of the attraction entrance to assist guests in 
determining their ability to ride.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the shoulder restraint with at least one upper extremity; independently 
maintain yourself in an upright position while seated; keep your head against the headrest; and 
absorb sudden and dramatic movements of a roller coaster. When seated, both legs (natural or 
prosthetic) must extend to edge of seat or terminate below the knee.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

Stow all loose articles, including cameras and video equipment, in the lockers provided or with  
a non-rider.

stORm fORce AcceLAtROn®
attraction description:
This attraction seats riders in round “pods” and subjects you to sudden acceleration, turning, 
and spinning.

important access inFormation:

Due to the centrifugal force produced by the spinning pods, individuals with difficulty maintaining 
an upright sitting position should not ride this attraction. Supervising Companion required for children 
under 48" in height. 

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the center hub with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain 
yourself in an upright position while seated; and absorb sudden and dramatic movements 
including spinning and turning. When seated, both legs (natural or prosthetic) must extend to 
edge of seat or terminate below the knee. Infants must sit upright unassisted. No lap sitting. 

guests with service animals:
The vehicle has adequate floor space and has adequate side barriers for containment. The vehicle 
spins on center and is on a platform with constant circular motion. There are loud thunderclaps 
and overhead strobe lighting effects.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

dOctOR dOOm’s feARfALL®
attraction description:
This ride is a high-speed, freefall experience that includes sudden and intense acceleration, climbing  
and dropping.

important access inFormation:

This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body shape 
or size. A test seat is available in the front of the attraction entrance to assist guests in determining their 
ability to ride.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Possess sufficient upper-body strength to keep your head against the headrest during extreme upward 
acceleration; continuously grasp the shoulder restraint with at least one upper extremity; independently 
maintain yourself in an upright position while seated; and absorb sudden and dramatic movements. 
When seated, both legs (natural or prosthetic) must extend to edge of seat or terminate below the knee.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

tHe AmAzing AdVentuRes Of sPideR-mAn®
attraction description:
This ride takes a journey through the world of Spider-Man™. The ride vehicle will suddenly and 
dramatically accelerate, stop, turn, climb, and drop. The movement of the vehicle includes strong tilting 
and jarring actions.

important access inFormation:

This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body shape 
or size. Attraction is not recommended for guests who have fear of enclosed spaces. Supervising 
Companion required for children 40"-48" in height. 

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the lap bar with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain yourself in an 
upright position while seated; and absorb sudden and dramatic movements similar to a roller coaster. 
When seated, a leg (natural or prosthetic) must extend to edge of seat or terminate below the knee.

guests with service animals:
The vehicle has minimal to adequate floor space. The vehicle has adequate side barriers for containment. 
The vehicle moves through a show building with multi-directional motion and abrupt directional changes. 
There are loud explosion noises, large flame effects, and overhead water effects. 

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

52”

mARVeL suPeR HeRO isLAnd® mARVeL suPeR HeRO isLAnd®
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40”

uniVeRsAL’s isLAnds Of AdVentuRe®



tOOn LAgOOn®

dudLey dO-RigHt’s RiPsAW fALLs®

attraction description:
This ride is a water journey in a floating log. The log will suddenly accelerate, turn, and drop. Riders will 
get wet.

important access inFormation:

This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body shape 
or size. A test seat is available in the front of the attraction entrance to assist guests in determining their 
ability to ride. Supervising Companion required for children 44"-48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the hand rail with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain yourself in 
an upright position while seated; and absorb the sudden and dramatic movements similar to a roller 
coaster. When seated, a leg (natural or prosthetic) must extend to edge of seat or terminate below the 
knee.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

me sHiP, tHe OLiVe®
attraction description:
An outside play area where young adventurers can play on the deck of Popeye’s boat, including slides, 
water cannons, and interactive props.

important access inFormation:

guests with service animals:
These walk-through attractions have adequate floor space throughout.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

An elevator provides access for guests using wheelchairs to all levels of the ship.

44”

PteRAnOdOn fLyeRs®
attraction description:
This glider style roller coaster includes climbing, side to side swinging, and sudden acceleration.

important access inFormation:

Guests must remove prosthetic limbs before riding. Supervising Companion required for children 
under 48" in height.
NOTE:  Children between 36” and 56” may ride. Guests over 56” must be accompanied by a child meeting this requirement.  

Guests under 36” may not ride.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the hand rail with at least one upper extremity; and independently maintain 
yourself in an upright position while seated. When seated, both natural legs must extend to edge 
of seat or terminate below the knee. No prosthetic limbs.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

tOOn LAgOOn®

POPeye & bLutO’s biLge-RAt bARges®
attraction description:
This ride is a water journey in a circular barge. The barge will suddenly accelerate, turn and drop. 
The movement of the barge is very dynamic and includes sudden tilting and jarring actions. Riders 
will get wet, possibly soaked.

important access inFormation:

Supervising Companion required for children 34"-48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the hand rail with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain 
yourself in an upright position while seated; keep your head against the headrest; and absorb 
sudden and dramatic movements. When seated, both legs (natural or prosthetic) must extend to 
edge of seat or terminate below the knee.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

JuRAssic PARk®

34”

56”
36”
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JuRAssic PARk RiVeR AdVentuRe®
attraction description:
This ride is a water journey on a touring raft. The raft will suddenly and dramatically accelerate, 
turn, and drop. Riders will get wet.

important access inFormation:

This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body 
shape or size. Stow all loose articles, including cameras and video equipment, in the lockers provided 
or with a non-rider. Supervising Companion required for children 42"-48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the lap bar with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain yourself 
in an upright position while seated; and absorb the sudden and dramatic movements similar to 
a roller coaster. When seated, both legs (natural or prosthetic) must extend to edge of seat or 
terminate below the knee.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

JuRAssic PARk discOVeRy centeR®
attraction description:
A learning center where demonstration areas show the hatching of a baby raptor, DNA sequencing 
experiments, sediment wall scanners, and other interactive exhibits.

important access inFormation:

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

cAmP JuRAssic®
attraction description:
An outside playland where young explorers can discover secret caves, an amber mine, capture 
net mazes, and play on a variety of themed slides and suspension bridges.

important access inFormation:

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

Ramps provide access for guests using wheelchairs to all areas of Camp Jurassic®. 

tHe eigHtH VOyAge Of sindbAd® stunt sHOW
attraction description:
This live-action stunt show features daring stunts, swash bucking action, comedy, and  
explosive pyrotechnics. 

important access inFormation:

This theatrical adventure involves sudden and intense sound effects, pyrotechnics, and special strobe 
and fog effects which could aggravate certain medical conditions.

guests with service animals:
The stadium-seating stunt show has adequate floor space throughout. There are loud explosion 
noises, pyrotechnics, large flame effects, overhead water effects, and performers in close proximity 
to the audience.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

POseidOn’s fuRy®
attraction description:
This special effects show takes guests into an ancient temple where a battle between mythic gods is 
about to unfold.

important access inFormation:

This walk-through adventure involves sudden and intense sound effects, pyrotechnics, and special 
strobe and fog effects which could aggravate certain medical conditions. Supervising Companion 
required for children under 48" in height.

guests with service animals:
This walk-through attraction has adequate floor space throughout. There are loud explosion noises, large 
flame effects, and overhead water effects.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

JuRAssic PARk® tHe LOst cOntinent®

42”
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dRAgOn cHALLenge™
attraction description:
This is a high-speed roller coaster ride that includes sudden and dramatic acceleration, climbing, tilting, 
and dropping. You will be turned completely upside-down several times.

important access inFormation:

Guests must remove prosthetic limbs before riding. This ride employs safety restraints which may not 
accommodate certain people due to their body shape or size. Stow all loose articles, including cameras 
and video equipment, in the lockers provided or with a non-rider. A test seat is available in the front of 
the attraction entrance to assist guests in determining their ability to ride. 

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the shoulder restraint with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain 
yourself in an upright position while seated; keep your head against the headrest; and absorb the sudden 
and dramatic movements of a roller coaster. When seated, both natural legs must extend to edge of seat 
or terminate below the knee. No prosthetic limbs.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

fLigHt Of tHe HiPPOgRiff™
attraction description:
This is a high-speed roller coaster ride that includes sudden and dramatic accelerations, climbs, tilts 
and drops.

important access inFormation:

This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body shape 
or size. Supervising Companion required for children 36"-48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the lap bar with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain yourself in an 
upright position while seated; and take a small step into the vehicle compartment, either independently 
or with assistance from your companion. When seated, a leg (natural or prosthetic) must extend to edge 
of seat or terminate below the knee.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:
   

tHe WizARding WORLd Of HARRy POtteR™

HARRy POtteR And tHe  
fORbidden JOuRney™
attraction description:
This ride simulates dramatic aerobatics. The ride vehicle will suddenly accelerate, stop, turn, climb, 
and drop.

important access inFormation:

This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body 
shape or size. A test seat is available in the front of the attraction entrance to assist guests in 
determining their ability to ride. The attraction is not recommended for guests who have a fear 
of enclosed spaces. This ride involves special strobe and fog effects which could aggravate certain 
medical conditions. Guests should secure or remove prosthetic limbs before riding. Stow all loose 
articles, including cameras and video equipment, in the lockers provided or with a non-rider.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the shoulder restraint with at least one upper extremity; independently 
maintain yourself in an upright position while seated; keep your head against the headrest; and 
absorb the sudden and dramatic movements similar to a roller coaster. NOTE: Guests with difficulty 
transitioning between stationary platforms and moving platforms should see an attendant for 
alternate boarding. When seated, both legs (natural or prosthetic) must extend to edge of seat 
or terminate below the knee.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

 if i RAn tHe zOO™
attraction description:
If I Ran the Zoo™ is an outdoor children’s play area run by Gerald McGrew. As you enter If I Ran 
the Zoo™, there are nine Braille stations in the attraction. Each station lists the number in both a 
numeric and Braille form. The guest then can refer to their Braille attraction script to describe each 
station as it relates to the attraction experience.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

tHe WizARding WORLd Of HARRy POtteR™

seuss LAnding™

54”
48”

36”
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tHe cAt in tHe HAt™
attraction description:
This ride takes a journey through the world of The Cat in the Hat™. The movement of the ride 
vehicle includes sudden acceleration, turning, and spinning.

important access inFormation:

This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body 
shape or size. Supervising Companion required for children under 48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the lap bar with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain yourself 
in an upright position while seated; and absorb sudden and dramatic movements including spinning 
and turning. When seated, a leg (natural or prosthetic) must extend to edge of seat or terminate 
below the knee. Infants must sit upright unassisted. No lap sitting. 

guests with service animals:
The vehicle has minimal to adequate floor space and has adequate side barriers for containment 
for medium to large animals (smaller or crated animals may not be appropriate). The vehicle 
moves through a show building and rapidly spins on center while moving. Special Note: To ensure 
safety of the animal, its tail (or other appendage) should not be allowed to extend beyond the 
floor of the vehicle.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

One fisH, tWO fisH, Red fisH, bLue fisH™
attraction description:
This is a circular motion gondola ride. Up and down movement is controlled by the rider. If you 
do not follow directions provided by the narration or lights on the vehicle console, you will be 
sprayed by water fountains, and squirters. Riders may get wet.

important access inFormation:

Supervising Companion required for children under 48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp with one functioning hand while maintaining yourself in an upright position 
while seated. When seated, a leg (natural or prosthetic) must extend to the edge of the seat or 
terminate below the knee. Infants must sit upright unassisted. No lap sitting. 

guests with service animals:
The vehicle has adequate floor space and has adequate side barriers for containment. Water will 
squirt into the vehicle at unexpected intervals. The vehicle has constant circular motion and can 
be moved up and down by the rider.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

cARO-seuss-eL™
attraction description:
This is a carousel of Seussian animals.

important access inFormation:

Supervising Companion required for children under 48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Independently maintain yourself in an upright position while seated, be able to continuously grasp 
with one upper extremity, and be able to form a saddle posture with your legs to ride a Seussian animal. 
Chariots are available for guests who cannot ride independently. Hand-held infants may ride in the 
chariot only.

guests with service animals:
The vehicle has adequate floor space. There is an option of bench or character seating. If the rider is 
on a character, an uncrated animal may lie in front of or between the animals provided they are not 
in the way of the character’s up and down motion. Leash length should be long enough to 
accommodate change in distance when character rises. The vehicle has constant circular motion.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

tHe HigH in tHe sky seuss  
tROLLey tRAin Ride!™
attraction description:
This ride is a trolley train through Seuss Landing on an elevated track. The movement of the trolley 
train includes moderate acceleration and elevated changes.

important access inFormation:

This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body shape 
or size. Supervising Companion required for children under 40"-48" in height. 

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the lap bar with at least one upper extremity and independently maintain yourself 
in an upright position while seated. Negotiate a 18" high barrier into the ride vehicle compartment, 
either independently or with assistance from your companion. When seated, both legs (natural or 
prosthetic) must extend to edge of seat or terminate below the knee.

guests with service animals:
The vehicle has minimal to adequate floor space. There are minimum side barriers for containment. 
The vehicle moves on an elevated track over Seuss Landing and has moderate changes in speed and 
elevation. There are animated figures and loud noises. 

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

seuss LAnding™ seuss LAnding™

40”
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PROductiOn centRAL PROductiOn centRAL

HOLLyWOOd RiP Ride ROckit ®

attraction description:
This is a high speed roller coaster ride that includes sudden and dramatic acceleration, climbing, 
tilting, and dropping.

important access inFormation:

This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body 
shape or size. A test seat is available in the front of the attraction entrance to assist guests in 
determining their ability to ride. Guests must remove prosthetics limbs before riding. Stow all loose 
articles, including cameras and video equipment, in the lockers provided or with a non-rider.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the restraint with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain yourself 
in an upright position while seated; keep your head against the headrest; and absorb sudden and 
dramatic movements of a roller coaster; must be able to transition between stationary platforms and 
moving platforms while boarding and disembarking ride vehicle. When seated, one natural full leg 
and one natural leg that extends to edge of seat or terminates below the knee is required. No 
prosthetic limbs.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

We have provided a device to assist with your transfer. Please see an attendant for assistance.

sHRek 4-d   presented by
attraction description:
This is a 3-D movie presented in theatre style seating. The presentation will involve strobes and other 
localized effects. The seats will exhibit tilting and jarring movements coordinated with dramatic 
action-packed events of the movie.

important access inFormation:

This 3-D adventure involves loud noises, strobe and fog effects and sudden movement which could 
aggravate certain medical conditions. Stationary seating is available. Guests who are deaf or hard of 
hearing should notify an operator.

guests with service animals:
These attractions have adequate floor space throughout. There are loud noises and performers in 
close proximity to the audiences.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

40”

tRAnsfORmeRs™: tHe Ride-3d
attraction description:
This ride takes place on a high-speed vehicle that will suddenly and dramatically accelerate, stop, 
spin, climb and drop. The movement of the vehicle includes strong tilting and jarring actions. 

important access inFormation:

This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body 
shape or size. Attraction is not recommended for guests who have fear of enclosed spaces. 
Supervising Companion required for children 40"-48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the lap bar with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain yourself 
in an upright position while seated; and absorb sudden and dramatic movements similar to a 
roller coaster. When seated, a leg (natural or prosthetic) must extend to the edge of the seat or 
terminate below the knee.

guests with service animals:
The vehicle has minimal to adequate floor space. The vehicle has adequate side barriers for 
containment. The vehicle moves through a show building with multi-directional motion and 
abrupt directional changes. There are loud explosion noises, simulated military combat effects, 
and overhead water effects.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

Stationary
Seating Available

uniVeRsAL studiOs®

79”
51”



ReVenge Of tHe mummy®
attraction description:
This is a high-speed roller coaster ride that includes sudden and dramatic acceleration, climbing, tilting, 
and dropping.

important access inFormation:

This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body shape 
or size. A test seat is available at the front of the attraction entrance to assist guests in determining their 
ability to ride. Stow all loose articles, including cameras and video equipment, in the lockers provided 
or with a non-rider.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the restraint with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain yourself in 
an upright position while seated; keep your head against the headrest; and absorb the sudden and 
dramatic movements of a roller coaster. When seated, one natural full leg must fit under the shin guard 
and the other leg must extend to edge of seat or terminate below the knee. 

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

Several vehicles have been modified to aid with your transfer. Please see an attendant for assistance.

tWisteR... Ride it Out® 
attraction description:
This attraction puts you in the midst of a twister. You will experience loud noise and intense special effects 
that produce extreme wind and rain. You will get wet.

important access inFormation:

Special fog and strobe effects are utilized which could aggravate certain medical conditions. Additionally, 
this attraction employs intense fire effects. Stationary viewing is available. Expectant mothers or persons 
with heart, neck, or back conditions may experience this attraction from a stationary location. Guests who 
are deaf or hard of hearing should notify an attendant as closed captioning is available at this attraction.

guests with service animals:
This walk-through attraction has adequate floor space throughout. There are loud explosion noises, large 
flame effects, substantial wind effects, fog effects, and overhead water effects.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

PROductiOn centRAL

Stationary
Seating Available

40”

desPicAbLe me miniOn mAyHem
attraction description:
This ride simulates the action of a high-speed aerial chase. The ride vehicle will dramatically and 
suddenly accelerate, climb, stop, and dive. The movement of the vehicle includes sudden tilting 
and jarring actions. This attraction involves strobes, laser lighting effects, and fog effects. 

important access inFormation:

Stationary seating is available. Persons under 40” must experience this attraction from an adjacent 
stationary location. Guests who are deaf or hard of hearing should notify an operator. This ride 
employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body shape 
or size. Supervising Companion required for children 40"-48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the lap bar with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain yourself 
in an upright position while seated; absorb sudden and dramatic movements; and take a small step 
into the vehicle compartment, either independently or with assistance from your companion. When 
seated, a leg (natural or prosthetic) must extend to edge of seat or terminate below the knee. 
Handheld infants are permitted in stationary seating only. 

guests with service animals:
The vehicle has minimal to adequate floor space and has adequate side barriers providing 
containment for medium to large animals (smaller or crated animals may not be appropriate). 
The vehicle has multi-directional motion and abrupt directional changes. Special Note: This 
attraction also has non-moving seating directly adjacent to the ride area, which has adequate 
floor space. This attraction has loud noises.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

For those not capable of transferring, you may remain in your wheelchair and experience the 
attraction from an adjacent stationary location.

neW yORk

48”

Stationary
Seating Available
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tHe bLues bROtHeRs® sHOW
attraction description:
This is a live musical revue featuring the R&B groove of Jake and Elwood, the bad boys of blues.

important access inFormation:

guests with service animals:
This outdoor show has adequate floor space, contains loud music and performers in close proximity to 
the audience.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

A special viewing area is reserved for our guests with disabilities. This area is located near the stage and 
is indicated by signs with the International Symbol of Accessibility.

neW yORk sAn fRAnciscO

beetLeJuice’s gRAVeyARd ReVue™
attraction description:
This is a live musical revue featuring classic Universal monster movie characters performing rock 
‘n’ roll numbers, accompanied by extensive pyrotechnics.

important access inFormation:

This show involves sudden and intense sound effects, pyrotechnics, and special fog effects which 
could aggravate certain medical conditions.

guests with service animals:
The stadium-seating musical show has adequate floor space throughout. There are loud explosion 
noises, pyrotechnics, and performers in close proximity to the audience.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

disAsteR!℠
attraction description:
This ride simulates the action of a subway train caught in a major earthquake. The train is shaken, 
lifted and dropped. The movement of the train is dynamic and jarring.

important access inFormation:

Supervising Companion required for children under 48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Contimuously grasp the handrail with at least one upper extermity; Independently maintain 
yourself in an upright position while seated; absorb sudden and dramatic movements similar to 
a roller coaster. When seated, a leg (natural or prosthetic) must extend to edge of seat or terminate 
below the knee. Infants must sit upright unassisted. No lap sitting.

guests with service animals:
The theaters and vehicle have adequate floor space. The vehicle has adequate side barriers for 
containment. The vehicle rocks aggressively from side to side and up and down. There are loud 
explosions, large flame effects and a tidal wave.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:
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WORLd eXPOWORLd eXPO

feAR fActOR LiVe
attraction description:
This is a live show, based on the hit TV show Fear Factor on NBC, that involves stunts performed 
by guests of Universal Studios.

important access inFormation:

This show involves sudden sound effects and intense and atypical ingestion that some guest may  
find discomforting. 

guests with service animals:
This stadium-seating stunt show has adequate floor space throughout. There are loud noises and 
performers in close proximity to the audience. 

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

tHe simPsOns Ride™
attraction description:
This ride is a motion simulator. The ride vehicle will suddenly and dramatically accelerate, climb, 
stop, and dive. The movement of the vehicle includes sudden tilting and jarring actions.

important access inFormation:

This ride involves special strobe and fog effects which could aggravate certain medical conditions. 
This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body 
shape or size. Attraction is not recommended for guests who have a fear of enclosed spaces. Guests 
who are deaf or hard of hearing should notify an attendant as closed captioning is available at 
this attraction. Supervising Companion required for children 42"-48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the lap bar with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain yourself 
in an upright position while seated; keep your head against the headrest; and absorb sudden and 
dramatic movements similar to a roller coaster; and negotiate a 10” high barrier into the ride 
vehicle compartment, either independently or with assistance from your companion. When seated, 
a leg (natural or prosthetic) must extend to edge of seat or terminate below the knee.

guests with service animals:
The vehicle has minimal to adequate floor space. The vehicle has adequate side barriers for 
containment. The vehicle has multi-directional motion and abrupt directional changes. The show 
includes loud noises, water and fog effect. 

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

men in bLAck™ ALien AttAck™
attraction description:
This ride puts Men in Black recruits on the city streets for an intense training exercise. The movement of 
the ride vehicle includes sudden acceleration, turning and spinning.

important access inFormation:

This ride involves special strobe and fog effects which could aggravate certain medical conditions. This 
ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body shape or 
size. Supervising Companion required for children 42"-48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the lap bar with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain yourself in an 
upright position while seated; keep your head against the headrest; and absorb sudden and dramatic 
movements including spinning and turning. When seated, a leg (natural or prosthetic) must extend to 
edge of seat or terminate below the knee.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

kAng & kOdOs’ tWiRL ‘n’ HuRL
attraction description:
This is a circular motion gondola ride. Fly your spaceship towards the targets to make them spin. 

important access inFormation:

Supervising Companion required for children under 48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp with one functioning hand while maintaining yourself in an upright position while 
seated. When seated, a leg (natural or prosthetic) must extend to the edge of the seat or terminate below 
the knee. Infants must sit upright unassisted. No lap sitting. 

guests with service animals:
The vehicle has adequate floor space and has adequate side barriers for containment. The vehicle has 
constant circular motion and can be moved up and down by the rider. 

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

Ride vehicles have been modified to aid with your transfer. Please see an attendant for assistance.

42”

40”
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HOLLyWOOdHOLLyWOOd

teRminAtOR 2®: 3-d
attraction description: 
Help The Terminator save the future of mankind in an attraction that combines 3-D film with live 
action performers.

important access inFormation:

This “CYBERDYNE” demonstration involves loud noises, special strobe and fog effects and sudden 
movements which could aggravate certain medical conditions. Stationary seating is available.

guests with service animals:
This attraction has adequate floor space throughout. There are loud explosion noises, large 
simulated flame effects, overhead water effects, fog effects and performers in close proximity to 
the audience.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

RC Stationary
Seating Available

Lucy - A tRibute℠
attraction description:
See classic shows, costumes, scripts, rare home movies and more from the world’s favorite red head.

important access inFormation:

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

Please use the main entrance.

uniVeRsAL HORROR mAke-uP sHOW
attraction description: 
See how top make-up artists create amazing special effects from Hollywood’s greatest monster 
movies.

important access inFormation:

This show involves special fog effects which could aggravate certain medical conditions. 

guests with service animals:
These attractions have adequate floor space throughout. There are loud noises and performers in close 
proximity to the audiences.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:
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cuRiOus geORge gOes tO tOWn℠
attraction description:
Follow the footsteps of Curious George® through this interactive playground.

important access inFormation:

guests with service animals:
This walk-through attraction has adequate floor space throughout. There are several interactive water 
effects throughout the play area.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

e.t. AdVentuRe®

attraction description:
This ride simulates a chase through the forest on a flying bicycle, which includes sudden tilting,  
and accelerating.

important access inFormation:

This ride involves special strobe and fog effects which could aggravate certain medical conditions. 
Supervising Companion required for children 34"-48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the lap bar with at least one upper extremity; and independently maintain yourself 
in an upright position while seated. When seated, a leg (natural or prosthetic) must extend to edge of 
seat or terminate below the knee.

guests with service animals:
The vehicle has minimum to adequate floor space. There are no side barriers for containment. The vehicle 
moves through a show building with abrupt speed changes and turns. There are fog effects and lighting 
effects. There are animated vehicles and people. There are also aliens with illuminated hearts and an owl 
with illuminated eyes.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

WOOdy WOOdPeckeR’s kidzOne®WOOdy WOOdPeckeR’s kidzOne®

34”

AnimAL ActORs On LOcAtiOn!℠
attraction description:
This show features trained animals performing routines with animal trainers.

important access inFormation:

guests with service animals:
This attraction has adequate floor space throughout. There are various performers and animals 
in direct proximity to the audience. It is recommended that service animals remain near the back 
of the stadium so as not to distract the show animals during their performance.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

A dAy in tHe PARk WitH bARney®
attraction description:
Join Barney® and his friends for a sing-along clap-along show.

important access inFormation:

guests with service animals:
This attraction has adequate floor space throughout. There are various performers in direct 
proximity to the audience. The performers are in large character costumes.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:
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WOOdy WOOdPeckeR’s kidzOne® WOOdy WOOdPeckeR’s kidzOne®

WOOdy WOOdPeckeR’s nutHOuse cOAsteR®
attraction description:
Woody Woodpecker’s Nuthouse Coaster is a high-speed roller coaster ride that includes sudden and 
dramatic accelerations, climb, tilts, and drops.

important access inFormation:

This ride employs safety restraints which may not accommodate certain people due to their body shape 
or size. Supervising Companion required for children 36"-48" in height.

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the lap bar with at least one upper extremity; independently maintain yourself in an 
upright position while seated; and take a small step into the vehicle compartment, either independently 
or with assistance from your companion. When seated, a leg (natural or prosthetic) must extend to edge 
of seat or terminate below the knee. 

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

36”

fieVeL’s PLAyLAnd®
attraction description:
Fievel’s Playland is an interactive play area designed for children. The elements include a ball 
crawl, several net climb areas, a teeter-totter, several slides, and a water slide. If assistance is 
needed, we suggest this area be enjoyed with a companion as each element requires some degree 
of physical strength (including climbing, jumping, and crawling) to experience. An elevator is 
located at the bottom of the water slide for guests utilizing wheelchairs. Please see an attendant 
for attraction information.

important access inFormation:

guests with service animals:
This attraction has adequate floor space throughout. 

fieVeL’s WAteRsLide
attraction description:
This is a raft ride down a water slide. The raft will accelerate and suddenly and dramatically turn, 
tilt and drop. Riders will get wet.

important access inFormation:

to ride you should Be aBle to:
Continuously grasp the raft handle with at least one upper extremity, independently maintain 
yourself in an upright position while seated, and absorb sudden and dramatic turns and twists. 
Infants must sit upright unassisted. No lap sitting. 
There is a maximum weight limit of 300lbs per raft.

inFormation For guests using wheelchairs:

An elevator is located at the bottom of the water slide for guests using wheelchairs. 
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